The ADMC-3 contracts are the Army’s primary source of commercial desktops, notebooks, semi-ruggedized and ruggedized devices, displays, printers and associated peripherals. NCS Technologies is a proud supplier under this contract.
Desksops

Standard Desktop (GSS)
**HP ProDesk 600 G6 Microtower**
The work you do is evolving and your PC needs to be flexible enough to handle new and heavier loads efficiently and affordably. The HP ProDesk 600 Microtower packs the power and security you need into an efficient and easy-to-manage business-ready PC.

Performance Desktop (GSS)
**HP Z2 G5 Tower**
World-class performance is now within reach with a desktop certified for pro software. From entry 2D/3D CAD design to VR content creation, you gain speed and efficiency in your professional workflows. Go beyond a business PC. Upgrade to a Z.

Small Form Factor Desktop (GSS)
**HP ProDesk 400 G7 SFF**
Designed to fit the modern workspace, the small and reliable HP ProDesk 400 Small Form Factor is equipped with strong security features and performance that's scalable to grow with your business.

Integrated Desktop (GSS)
**HP ProOne 600 G6 All-in-One**
The HP ProOne 600 22" All-in-One is a sound investment that can be quickly deployed into demanding environments with a micro-edge, anti-glare display, strong security, and comprehensive manageability features.

Scientific Workstation
**HP Z4 G4 Workstation**
Perfect for engineering, visualization and Machine Learning, HP’s most popular workstation delivers disruptive performance for a wide spectrum of applications. With a choice of Intel® Xeon® or Core™ X processors, and support for dual extreme graphics, you get all you need, nothing more.
**Notebooks**

**Standard Notebook (GSS)**

**HP EliteBook 855 G7**
Full-featured, thin, and light, the reliable HP EliteBook 855 offers essential commercial features at an affordable price to every business. Automatic security solutions, powerful performance, and long battery life help keep your business productive.

**Performance Notebook (GSS)**

**HP ZBook Power G7**
Get extraordinary performance with industry-leading security packed into a mobile workstation designed to thrive with heavy rendering - engineering and simulation workflows.

**Lightweight Notebook (GSS)**

**HP ProBook 630 G8**
The new modern design of the HP ProBook 630 brings style to the enterprise and delivers the performance, durability, security, and manageability required for today's workforce. Flexible configuration options fit a range of users and budgets.

**Ruggedized Notebook**

**Durabook S14 Semi-Rugged**
The all-new Durabook S14I features the latest 11th Generation Intel® CPUs and class-leading 4' drop spec/IP53 rating, pushing semi-rugged devices to a whole new level. The S14I is engineered to combine military-grade durability, field-worker functionality, computing performance, and long battery life for non-stop use, making it suitable for use in locations where rain or dust may be a regular occurrence. For workers in today's challenging and versatile working environments, the S14I rugged laptop is truly in a class of its own.

**Tablets**

**Standard Tablet (GSS)**

**HP Elite x2 G8**
Work keeps you moving from one location to the next all day requiring one device designed for an enterprise environment that lets you work on-the-go. The HP Elite x2 combines modern PC performance with pure tablet mobility.
Office Printer

HP LaserJet Enterprise M507dng
This HP LaserJet Printer with JetIntelligence combines exceptional performance and energy efficiency with professional-quality documents right when you need them—all while protecting your network from attacks with the industry’s deepest security.

Multifunction Device

HP Color Laserjet Enterprise MFP M776dn
Expect brilliant color prints from advanced MFPs, equipped with JetIntelligence technology. Offering the world’s most secure printing and a wide range of paper handling features, this is printing that helps save time and simplifies workflows.
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